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 THE MATHEMATICAL GAZETTE.

 PROBLEMS.

 [Much time and trouble will be saved the Editor if (even tentative) solutions
 are sent with problems by their Proposers.]

 400. [K. 2. d; 5. d.] A variable straight line meets two fixed straight lines
 Ox, Oy in A and B, so that the sum or difference of OA, OB is constant:
 find the envelope of the Euler circle of the triangle OAB, and the locus of its
 Lemoine point and the three associated points.

 Prove also that the circumcircle of OAB passes through another fixed
 point besides 0, and that its Euler line also passes through a fixed point.

 E. N. BARISIEN.

 401. [I. 3.] Prove that
 3. 0ln- 724-n= 0 (mod. 23)

 for all values of n. Find a process for obtaining similar modular equations
 [a. B - c. D1- = (mod. P)] for other primes. Write the equation in its
 simplest form and find values for the letters when P=97.

 R, W. D. CHRISTIE.

 402. [B. 1. a.] Prove that the determinant

 a0, a1x, a2 2, ... a,,x
 a,,xn ao, a1x, ... an_-X-1
 a1x"12-11 n^, aO, .... a,_-2-2

 aix, a2x2, a3x3, ... ao
 is a polynomial of order n in x'z+l. F. S. MACAULAY.

 403. [K. 4.] Construct geometrically a right-angled triangle having given
 the base b and the rectangle contained by the hypotenuse and the per-
 pendicular. ISAAC H. TURRELL.

 404. [J. 2. c.] Material sufficient to make a solid sphere of radius unity is
 divided at random into two parts, each of which is made into a solid sphere:
 show that the expectation of the sum of the radii is |.

 If the material had been divided into three parts, the expectation would
 be 1-j; if into four parts, it would be 81, and so on. W. A. WHITWORTH.

 405. [K. 12. b. a.] Draw three circles mutually tangent, which shall also
 touch a given straight line at given points. C. E. YOUNGMAN.

 406. [K. 3. a.] OAB is an isosceles triangle, base AB, and PAB is any
 other triangle on the same base and in the same plane: prove that

 4. OA2. PA. PB. cos (AOB-APB)+ AB2. OP2= OA2(p4 + PB)2. (C.)

 407. [L1. 4. a. a.] S, H are the foci of an ellipse, T an external point; SM
 and HN perpendicular respectively to STand HTmeet the adjacent tangents
 from T to the ellipse in Mand IV; SN and HM intersect in L: shew that
 the perpendicular from T on SH passes through L. (C.)

 408. [L1. 14. a.] If the intersections of opposite sides of a circum quadri-
 lateral of an ellipse lie on a coaxal and similar ellipse, shew that one pair of
 opposite vertices lie on another coaxal and similar ellipse. (C.)

 409. [M'. 3. j.] Lines are drawn from every point of a curve making an
 angle /3 with the tangent at the point: if (x, y) be the centre of curvature at
 a point (x, y), and (f, i) the point corresponding to (x, y) on the envelope of
 the above lines, find 5 and X in terms of x, y, x, y, and /3. (C.)
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